Railway Recruitment Board
Patna

SUPPLEMENTARY FINAL RESULT OF CEN – 04/2012

Date: 20.02.2020

Based on the result of written examination held on 16.12.2012 for the posts of Tech.Gr.III/Fitter Elec., Tech.Gr.III/Diesel Electrical, Tech.Gr.III/Fitter Diesel Mech, Tech.Gr.III/Diesel Mechanic, Tech.Gr.III/Fitter /Bridge & Crane Driver, Tech.Gr.III/Track Machine, Tech.Gr.III/Welder, Tech.Gr.III/Carpenter, Tech.Gr.III/Blacksmith and Tech.Gr.III/Mason, Category Nos. 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 22, 30 & 31 respectively of CEN-04/2012 followed by verification of certificates and identity of candidates held from 05.10.2017 to 09.10.2017 and on 03.11.2017, now on supplementary account candidates bearing the following Roll Nos. have been selected provisionally for appointment over concerned railway/unit. Further course of action on their appointment will be taken by Personnel Officer of concerned railway/unit after due verification and ensuring fulfillment of eligibility criteria like production of original/current certificates of educational/technical qualification, date of birth, caste, past character/antecedents/affidavits where necessary, medical tests etc according to the centralised employment notice no. 04/2012 and for which the candidates will be informed individually by East Central Railway. All candidates will be required to submit an affidavit that their degree/diploma/ITI certificate and caste certificate, as the case may be, are genuine and valid at the time of appointment.

Appointment of candidates, however, will be subject to their being otherwise suitable and fit in all respects under recruitment rules. This list does not show merit position of candidates. Roll Numbers of candidates have been arranged horizontally in ascending order.

I. Post:- Technician Gr.III/Diesel Electrical, Category No. 12
26124124001575 (One candidate)

II. Post:- Technician Gr.III/Fitter /Bridge and Technician Gr.III/Crane Driver, Category No. 16
26124104000112 (One candidate)

III. Post:- Technician Gr. III/Track Machine, Category No. 20
26124104000824 26124104002022
26124104003688 26124104004641 (Four candidates)

The above result is liable to be modified/cancelled as consequence of any inadvertent error, omission and commission or adverse facts arising out of scrutiny of relevant documents coming to the notice of Railway Administration at any stage hereafter.

This result is also available at our web site www.rrbpatis.gov.in.
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